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p-Meson Decay into Three Electrons
M. BANDER AND G. FEINBERG
Department of Physics, Cotlmbia PNiversity, New Fork, Pew Fork
(Received April 7, 1960)
The decay p —+ e +e +e+ via internal conversion is computed using a phenomenological matrix element
for the pep interaction. The result is compared with present experimental limits for this process and the
results concerning the form factors in the matrix element are discussed. The energy distribution of the
emitted electrons is also computed.
' 'N order to determine whether p, and e differ in any
~ ~ quantum numbers, it is necessary to examine pos-
sible decays in which all other particles involved have
known quantum numbers. This is not necessarily the
case for the normal decay ts —+ e+ v&+ vs, since it is not
known a priori that vs is the same as vq. Examples of
transitions which would satisfy these criteria have been
given previously. In this note, we investigate the decay
ts ~ e +e +e+ by internal conversion using the phe-
nomenological matrix element for pep interactions intro-
duced in reference 1. The decay rate, and the energy
distributions of the electrons are computed in terms of
the form factors which occur in the phenomenological
matrix element, and the implications concerning these
form factors, of present limits for the branching ratio
(ts ~ 2e +e+)/(ts ~ e+v+v), are discussed.
The matrix element for ts —+ 2e +e+ is given by
u+y),u(e, ) u+ygtt (e,)M=ie Mg(e~) —M, (.,} (1)
qpp J
Here Mz(e&) is the quantity given in Eq. (1) of reference
1, which is the p,ey vertex evaluated on the mass shell
of p and e, and for an electron momentum equal to
that of one of the two final state electrons, here called e~.
Mz(ep) is the corresponding quantity evaluated with
electron momentum equal to that of the other final
electron. u+ is the positron spinor, tt(ep), u(e~) the elec-
tron spinors. qP= (p„—ps~)' is the momentum transfer
when the tsey vertex involves eq, while qP= (P„psp)' i—s
the corresponding quantity when the electron e2 is
emitted at the vertex.
The form of Eq. (1) is implied by the Pauli
principle for the 2 final state electrons. The factors
1/qP and 1/qP are the propagators of virtual
photons.
For reference we write the expression for Mq(e~)
here, dropping terms which vanish because
q) ~+&~11,2=0.'
fMi(qP)
Vpo xvqlv+ O'Zvg1) Np j
—ie fEi(qP)
M), ( )e= u(ei) fEo(qP)V~, +fMo(qP)V pV),+(2sr)' n$
(2)
dimension of mass squared. We may expect that p,' will
be much larger than the momentum transfer q1' in-
volved in p, decay, since no nonlocal eBects have shown
up so far in weak interactions at these momentum
transfers. It thus appears reasonable to neglect the
higher order terms in fEp, fMp. On the other hand, it is
known experimentally the gz&, g~&, which appear in the
rate for ts —+ e+y are extremely small, or zero, so in
fEi, fMi we keep the first two terms.
Using the above equations, it is straightforward to
compute the rate ts —+ 2e +e+. In the computation,
we have set m, =0 everywhere, except in the coefIj.cient
of
~gE, ~' and ~gM~~'. In the latter terms, it is well
known' that the answer will diverge logarithmically if
the electron mass vanishes. In this term, we have there-
fore not set m, =0. However, we have dropped some
terms of order 1 compared to the term ln
~
srt/2srt,
~
. This
is done in the expectation that (gEq/rN'('«(fEp~', as
indicated above.
stt is the muon mass, o q, = (1/2i)fyq, y„J.
We assume that each of the form factors, fEp fMo,
fE~, fMq can be expanded in a series in qP. In the case
of fEp, fMo, the discussion in reference 1 shows that this
expansion must begin with q&', and we will take only
this term, so we write
fEo(qP) = fEoqP,
fMo(qP) = fMoqi'.
(3)
In the case of fE~, fM~, the expansion may contain a
term independent of q1', so we keep the first two terms,
given
fEi(qP) =gEi+ fEiqP&
fMi(qP) =gMi+ fMiqP
The reason for this approximation is as follows. The
successive terms in the expansion of the form factors
will involve ratios of q~' to some quantity p' with the
' S. Weinberg and G. I'einberg, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 111, 2
{1959}.
44 'See, e.g., N. M. Kroll and W. Wada, Phys. Rev. 98, 1355{1955}.
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We obtain for the decay rate
a=2&&"-', lml'd'p, z'p, ~(m —z,—z,—z+)
0.2m'
Ifzol + IfMOI
+co(lfz&l
+ IfMtl')+4 «(fzogMt*+fMogzl )
167t-
(Igztl'+ IgMtl')
+«(fzofMi*+fMofzt*)+ »—— +—«(fzigzi*+fMrgzt*) . (5)3 3', m' 3
o.2m' 16
— —ln
16m 3 2m.
(I gzt I'+ I gM~ I')
can give at most a rate for p ~ 3e which is 7X10 ' the
rate for ia —+ e+v+P Since this .is a much smaller rate
than the presently known information on the decay
p, ~ 3e we shall neglect both these terms and the inter-
ference term between fzo and gMt. In this approxima-
tion the decay rate becomes
If time reversal invariance holds, it may be shown
that all the form factors are relatively real.
It is noteworthy that there is complete symmetry
between electric and magnetic form factors in this
approximation, when m, is neglected almost everywhere.
The form we have taken for Mq would appear to
indicate that Mq might have a singularity for no=0.
Since this should not be the case in a reasonable theory,
it must be that gzt Mt will have a factor like (mo)/(p'),
while fzt, Mt will contain factors (m')/(p'), and fzo, Mo
will have factors 1/p'. Then since we expect that m«p,
the terms in fzt, fMt should contribute very little com-
pared to the fzo, fMO terms.
The size of the coefficient gz&, g~& may be estimated
from the decay rate p, ~ e+p as given in Eq. (3) of
reference 1.Using the present limit of 10 ' for this rate,
we can see that the term
~o = (~'m'/1«)(lfzol'+ IfMol )
= 10 'm'(If»l'+ IfMO'I). (6)
This may be compared with the decay rate for p —+ e
+v+ v, given by
E, -=G'm'/192m'= 1.6X10 'G'm'
where G is the Fermi coupling constant as dehned by
Feynman and Gell-Mann' so that
a If«l'+ IfMoI'
X6y10-3.
G2
~evr
(7)
The present experimental value for this ratio is'
R3,/R„„-&~10 ',
so that one obtains
(I fzol'+ I fMol')/G'&1. 6X10-'. (g)
We have been informed that experiments which would
detect the decay p, —+ 3e at a rate several orders of
magnitude less than the limit quoted above are in
progress. ' Such a rate would be comparable to the pre-
dictions of a modified intermediate boson theory, with
identical
~g, ~2.
Finally, we record the distribution of energies of
electrons emitted in this decay. The energy spectrum
is given by
dE 4m'o. 2 13
= — —(I fEol'+ I fMol') —(&r+lto) —2—e tlt2 —&p t'+lto')
7r 2dX~dP 2
2lttX, +2Xo'—2Xo——',Xt+—', 2XtX,+2Xt' —2X,——,X,+-',
+Llgztl'+IgMtl'7 — + ' '-+constant
1—2ltt+ (m, '/m') 1—2lto+ (m,o/mo)
+pl fztl'+I fMrl'7I —4ltt'4 —+tanto'+6&ho+&to+&oo ——,'(x,pit, )+-,'7
+«Lfzogzr*+fMogzt*7P (7 t+7'o) 17+«pfz—ofMt+fMofzt7B p t+~o) —4(~to+ltoo+ltp, )—17
+«(fztgzt*+ fMtgvt*7 )2 (Xt'+ho')+4Xrho 2(A +X,)—+17
Here 'A~, ) 2 are the two electron energies in units of the
muon mass. The notation (+ constant) in the coeK-
cient of
I gzt I o+ I gM t I ' indicates that we have neglected
some terms which are order 1 when X~ —+ —,', compared
to terms retained, which go to (m')/(m, o).
The terms other than the one involving
I gzt I'+ lgMtl'
are slowly varying functions of energy, with maximum
in the neighborhood of X~= —'„which corresponds to the
particles emitted at angles of 120'.
' R. P. Feynman and M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 109, 193 (1958).
4 J. Lee and N, P. Samios, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 55 (1958).
' S. Penman lprivate communication).
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The term with (gzt('+ ~gss&~' is very large for X&
or ) 2 at or near —,', which corresponds to one of the elec-
trons coming out in the same direction are the positron.
This behavior of the energy spectrum of pairs coming
from internal conversion when the real photon decay is
allowed is also well known. ' However, in view of the
fact that (gzt~'+ ~gsrr)' is very small or zero, this term
is probably unimportant.
We conclude that present information about p —+ 3e
does not give such sensitive restrictions on the pep form
factors as other measurements, such as tt+p ~ e+p.
However, they are consistent with the vanishing of all
such form factors, and future searches for p ~ 3e may
be sensitive enough to lower the limits on the form
factors to those values predicted by the intermediate
boson theory.
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Pion-Pion Interactions in ~ and ~' Decays*
R. F. SAWYER AND K. C. WALI
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
(Received April 11, 1960)
The final-state interactions in v and v' decays of X+ mesons are
studied by means of a Mandelstam representation. It is assumed
that only the S-wave pion-pion scattering amplitude is large
enough to have an appreciable imaginary part. Coupled, linear,
singular, integral equations are found for the amplitudes describing
E++m- ~ x+~ in the physical and unphysical regions. From the
solutions to these equations the r and v-' decay matrix elements
may be constructed. In an approximation the equations are solved
in terms of pion-pion phase shifts. Comparison with experiment
is made using Chew and Mandelstam's solution of the corre-
sponding nonlinear equations for m —m scattering. Consistency
with experiment is found for values of the coupling constant im-
plying repulsive T=O and T=2 phase shifts. Independently of the
approximation the equations show that the implications in v and T'
decay of the rule, AT=-,', $, are identical with those of the AT=2
rule. Hence the energy spectra in r' decay cannot be a critical test
of the 2 T= 2 rule. Also, independently of the approximation, it is
shown that the decay matrix element cannot be expanded in a
series of integral powers of the pion kinetic energies.
1. INTRODUCTION
'N a recent analysis of 900 v+ decays of E+ mesons,
- - E+—+ sr+++++sr —,it was found that the sr energy
spectrum differs significantly from that predicted from
the density of states alone. ' The minimum pion wave-
length in this process is about one pion Compton
wavelength. If the weak interaction proceeds in some
way through the heavy fermion pairs and has a range
determined by the intermediate mass, one would expect
very little dependence upon the pion momenta in the
matrix element, because the pion wavelength is large
compared to the radius of interaction. Hence the ob-
served deviation from a constant matrix element is some
evidence for final-state interactions which extend the
spatial region of interaction for the outgoing pions. This
is an attractive possibility in view of the current
interest in pion-pion interactions. The system of three
low-energy pions should be an ideal analyzer for such
effects.
Thomas and Holladay' have investigated the effect of
an attractive, T= 2, pion-pion interaction in r decay by
*This work was supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission and in part by the Research Committee of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin with funds provided by the Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation.
' S. McKenna, S. Natali, M. O' Connell, J. Tietge, and N. C.
Varshneya, Nuovo cimento 10, 763 (1958).
'B. S. Thomas and W. G. Holladay, Phys. Rev. 115, 1329(i958).
using Watson's final-state interaction formalism. ' This
method is suited to discussion of the final-state scat-
tering of a single pair of particles. It is applicable to the
problem of r+ decay with a T= 2, m —m force because the
state of two m+ is pure T= 2 and the other pairs, x+x,
are predominantly T=O in the S wave. If, however,
there are strong T=0 pion-pion eGects, then a formula-
tion is required which is capable of dealing simultane-
ously with interactions between various pairs. The
Mandelstam representation can serve as the basis for
such an analysis, just as an ordinary single variable
dispersion relation can be used to discuss a single final-
state interaction.
In the present work Mandelstam representations are
assumed for the v and 7-' decay amplitudes. ' It is as-
sumed that only the S-wave pion-pion scattering ampli-
tudes are large (have an imaginary part). Linear integral
equations are obtained for the r+rr ~ or+sr scattering
amplitudes in the physical and unphysical regions.
These equations involve the pion-pion S-wave phase
shifts. From the solutions the Mandelstam representa-
tions for v and 7' decays may be constructed. In general,
two new parameters are needed to characterize v decay.
The AT= —'„~ rule can be applied to yield a simpler set
of equations with only one parameter, which, if solved,
' Also, A. N. Mitra has investigated the effects of a T=2yion-
pion resonance in the r decay [Nuclear Phys. 6, 404 (1958)f.
"N. lN. & Khurittand S.'!B. Treiman have also considered this'
problem (Phys. Rev. to be published).
